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Swing state polls october 2020

Swing states are states where neither major party holds a lock on the outcome of a presidential election. The term can also be used to describe a country where the Electoral College is likely to be the deciding cause in a presidential election. Swing states are also known as battleground states. More than a dozen states are considered swing states, most of
which hold large numbers of electoral votes and are considered major prizes in presidential elections. Presidential campaigns are focused on these states because they are determined by the electoral college chosen by each state's popular vote, not by a direct referendum. Safe states, on the other hand, are states where a majority of voters are expected to
vote for a Democratic or Republican candidate, so these electoral votes are considered safely voting for a candidate from that party. Here's what you can do with one of the states or Republican or Democratic presidential candidates most often described as being in the air: Arizona: 11 electors. The state has voted for the Republican presidential nominee in
10 of the last 11 elections. Colorado: Nine electoral colleges. The state government has been elected the Republican presidential nominee in seven of the last 11 elections. Florida: 29 electoral votes. The state government has been elected the Republican presidential nominee in seven of the last 11 elections. Georgia: 16 electoral colleges. The state
government has been elected the Republican presidential nominee in eight of the last 11 elections. Iowa: Six electoral colleges. The state government has voted for the Democratic presidential nominee in six of the last 11 elections. Michigan: 16 electoral colleges. The state government has voted for the Democratic presidential nominee in six of the last 11
elections. Minnesota: 10 electoral colleges. The state government has voted for the Democratic presidential nominee in the last 11 elections. Nevada: 6 votes. The state government has voted for the Republican presidential nominee in six of the last 11 elections. New Hampshire: Four electoral colleges. The state government has voted for the Democratic
presidential nominee in six of the last 11 elections. North Carolina: 15 electors. The state government has been elected the Republican presidential nominee in nine of the last 10 elections. Ohio: 18 electoral colleges. The state government has voted for the Republican presidential nominee in six of the last 11 elections. Pennsylvania: 20 electoral votes. The
state government has voted for the Democratic presidential nominee in seven of the last 11 elections. Virginia: 13 electoral colleges. The state government has been elected the Republican presidential nominee in eight of the last 11 elections. Wisconsin: 10 electoral colleges. The state government has voted for the Democratic presidential nominee in eight
of the last 11 elections. Texas is mentioned as a possible swing state in the 2020 presidential election. In 1976, Jimmy Carter was the Last Republican to win the Democratic nomination in the last 11 elections. State moving back and forth It can be evenly divided between republican and Democratic-registered voters among the two major parties in the
presidential election. Or they may have a large number of swing voters, those who don't have loyalty to the party, not the party that tends to vote for the individual candidate. According to the Pew Research Center, the percentage of U.S. voters made up of swing voters ranges from about one-third to one-third between presidential elections. The number of
swing voters declines as the incumbent president seeks a second term. Swing states are used in two ways: The most popular use of swing states is to explain that popular vote margins in presidential elections are relatively narrow and fluid, meaning that one of the Republicans or Democrats can win the state's electoral vote in a given election cycle. Others
define swing states as what could be a tipping point in a presidential election. For example, Nate Silver, a political journalist who has widely reads writing on the New York Times blog FiveThirtyEight, defines the term swing states this way: When I hire a term, I mean a state that can swing the outcome of an election. In other words, if the country changes
hands, so will the electoral victory. Unless your name is Tracy Flick or is very attentive to civic classes back in high school, you really have a pretty good chance of not knowing how swing states work. What's the fuss? and wondering, you can even slap him with a serious look on his face. But the fact of the matter is, knowing how a particular state votes in a
U.S. election means that a candidate can sharpen their focus on the final weeks and days of a political campaign, and that even one vote can pour time and resources into a state that can change the outcome of an election. The same is true, especially during presidential elections. According to the Brookings Institution, more than 75 percent of a presidential
candidate's spending occurs in these critical swing states (also known as battleground states). And if you live in one of them, you know it from endless robo-calls and texts, neighborhood canvasses, television and radio ads, and even candidate visits. And in the 2020 elections, battleground states are more important than ever in deciding who will be the next
president and which party will take control of parliament. Yahoo Finance's Rick Newman joins the Yahoo Finance Live panel to discuss the 2020 presidential election and the impact swing states could have on results. Video transcriptionRick Newman: But there's a demographic shift. People move around. You know, some populations get older, some get
younger. And that depends on what is the biggest problem for people. So Arizona, you just stated. It used to be pretty stable red. It's definitely a swing state this year. In fact, there are many reasons to think Joe Biden can win that state. Florida is obviously Everyone's going to be watching, probably one of the most difficult states to predict. And there are
some polls saying Biden has an edge beyond the margin of error in Florida. But other polls say it's very close. So that's what we're going to see. Just kind of give you -- give people an update on where things stand, and we're starting to get some final predictions today from some outfits from these types of predictions. The Political Center of the University of
Virginia, they are well-known forecasters. Their final prediction is that Joe Biden will win, and Donald Trump's Electoral College will win by 321 to 217 votes. It would be a pretty convincing win. That doesn't mean we'll know the results tomorrow night or Wednesday morning. But it gives you some ideas on how the dice seem to be falling a day before election
day. JACK GUZMAN: And Rick, I mean, obviously, Florida does always get a lot of attention here, but it's not the only major swing state that will be important on election night. Many of them, they generally do, now poll very closely. Do you have an eye on who will win and who will decide? Rick Newman: Back in Florida for a few reasons. First of all, Florida
reported pretty quickly. So we're going to have a very clear idea of trends in Florida. Maybe it's not a result, it's a pretty good idea of which direction you're heading. Pennsylvania is a tipping point state this time, which many forecasters say is a point. It's a state where you can get 270 electoral votes for one candidate or the other. Ohio was considered a
national belvedere. When I went to Ohio, so I went all over the country, but it doesn't seem to be so much the case an longer. It turned a little red. And I think Trump will probably win by 3 percentage points. And if you go to the upper Midwest, there will be even bigger surprises than in 2016. It looks like Michigan and Wisconsin very important states with
Minnesota. Joe Biden seems to have enough of a lead that he's probably going to nail it. And another one, Iowa, a few weeks ago, it looked like Iowa, which is also generally red, perhaps reached for Joe Biden. But now it seems to be breaking for Trump by just a few percentage points late in action here. We can talk about Texas if you want, but Texas will be
a little closer than before, but it will probably still go to Trump. AKIKO HUJITA: Rick, can we talk about the timing of the results here? Because there are already reports, I think yesterday Akcios reported how the Trump campaign could try to declare victory in states like Pennsylvania, where postal votes don't actually count until after the vote. I mean, what
should viewers expect of what these results will be like? To come in, especially in states with a lot of postal votes? Jack Guzman: I think anyone interested in the outcome of this election should be prepared to debate it from the end of the first poll tomorrow. Pennsylvania has a large portion of the postal vote that will slowly count, and take time to calculate.
So tomorrow night a lot of forecasts can tell us they'll see a turn -- you know, they look at the numbers for a particular county and compare it to 2016, and say, this could indicate that. For example, let's say Biden is about four points ahead of Trump. But no one should think that the trend of election night without a declared winner will be the result. Because
there's a difference between who votes early and who votes late. In Pennsylvania, if it's closed, the consequences won't be available for at least a few days. If Pennsylvania doesn't close, The Associated Press and other organizations that make these calls may not be official calls, but people might try to tell you what's going on. I can say that one candidate or
another is comfortable enough, not that Pennsylvania.As power has changed hands in the White House before enough to say that he or she is likely to win, and we can expect these names and topics to benefit. Renewable stocks will have to outperform the market as the Biden administration is likely to commit trillions of dollars to green energy infrastructure
over the next few years. Other auto stocks joined an impressive rally in Tesla's stock. Here's why: There are a lot of long-term bulls in the bitcoin market. But in the short term? Almost everyone suddenly set a weak record. Individual retirement account (IRA) and 401(k) plans provide little guidance on how to convert accumulated assets into income. What if
I'm in my 40s and don't have severance pay? Some experts say that by the age of 40, you need to save at least three times your salary for retirement. Alternatively, you can use your assets to delay social security claims to effectively purchase your pension income. The big difference compared to classic computers is that quantum computers are following a
different set of rules. Jim Kramer shares stock market news, including Netflix's rise, Kramer's stock listing and EV shares. The fossil fuel divestment movement caught the headlines in December when state officials in New York said they planned to drop most of their fossil fuel stocks over the next five years and sell shares of other companies contributing to
global warming. The fund owns stakes in large oil stakes such as Exxon Mobil (XOM) and Chevron (CVX). 30 Sept. according to the Holdings Channel. Congressional leaders plan to get the right to work on it. How quickly can I get cash? China's economy is getting a lot of attention from media investor Business Daily Johnson &amp; Johnson, which is
expected to release its phase 3 findings on the coronavirus vaccine at the end of January, hitting an all-time high in JNJ stocks. So, are Johnson and Johnson buying? You can be so safe with your money, even during epidemics. (Bloomberg) - Joe Biden canceled the Keystone XL oil pipeline hours after become president, killing a cross-border project that
once again won a four-year moratorium under one of his Republican predecessors, Donald Trump.In and one of his first major environmental measures, and biden on Wednesday revoked TC Energy Corp's pipeline permit, according to a person familiar with the Biden signing order. The move repeats President Barack Obama's decision in 2015 to prevent the
pipeline from crossing the border, making Keystone's fate fully circled. In 2017, Trump reversed his fourth day in office over opposition from environmental groups. TC Energy said it was disappointing that thousands of workers would be laid off because they would stop working on the project. The decision overturned an unprecedented and comprehensive
regulatory process that lasted more than a billion years and repeatedly concluded that the pipeline would transport the energy needed in an environmentally responsible manner, the Calgary-based company said. TC Energy shares closed down 1.15 percent at C$55.92 in Toronto trading. Environmental activists are hoping for a recent rejection more than 12
years after the pipeline was first proposed. They argue that the project will provide an outlet for Canada's heavy oil sands crude oil extracted from Alberta, particularly through energy-intensive processes that increase its carbon footprint. It will be an immediate halt to the dirty and dangerous Keystone XL tar sands pipeline, an important first step once and for
all, and a further evidence of the leadership of various grassroots movements that have worked to stop this and other harmful pipelines. Tiernan Sittenfeld, senior vice president of the Environmental Group League of Conservation Voters, said. The pipeline, the most studied infrastructure project in U.S. history, is already under construction and has removed
numerous legal and environmental hurdles, Marty Durbin, president of the Chamber of Commerce's Global Energy Institute, said in a statement. This is a politically motivated decision that is not based on science. Biden promised such a move during the election campaign, but the formal action still sparked the ire of oil industry leaders, some Canadian
interests, and unions supporting the project. The Biden administration has made the fringe's voice heard. On behalf of union members and U.S. consumers, the Union Plumbers Association and the Pipefitters Union Association issued an emailed statement based on news reports before the action. Construction of Keystone XL already began last year, a jump
started with a $1.1 billion investment by the province of Alberta. Entire segments of the line have already been built, including crossing the U.S.-Canada border. TC Energy has been working to create more favorable projects for the Democratic administration, signing labor agreements with four major pipeline unions last August, agreeing to sell equity in
Aboriginal communities along the route and promising to fully power renewable energy. Nevertheless, Keystone XL has been a controversial lightning rod and a litmus test of environmentalism since it was first proposed in 2005. The 1,179-mile (1,897-kilometer) section is designed to connect with existing networks that supply crude oil from Alberta through
Montana, South Dakota and Nebraska. The line will carry 830,000 barrels of oil per day. Opponents argue it will stimulate the development of oil sands that contribute to climate change. Years ago, proponents of the controversial crude oil pipeline argued that Cheaper, heavier crude from Canada would benefit fuel producers on the U.S. Gulf Coast, fending
off supplies from countries like Venezuela or the conflict-prone Middle East.But refineries in Texas and Louisiana have become increasingly flexible, using more abundant diesel in shale fields. In addition, the price advantage of Canadian crude oil has narrowed, and without Keystone XL, imports have nearly doubled in a 10-year high, steadying the flow of
more than 3.5 million barrels per day. It is not a problem for refineries, said Robert Campbell, head of petroleum products research at Energy Aspects Inc. they can switch to domestic light. The wound will be in the oil sands producer. Morningstar Inc. Sandy Fielden, head of oil research at Keystone, said plans to expand other lines and use existing
infrastructure in the short term would not affect Canadian oil supplies. At least for now, it will be enough to meet local needs, Philen said in a statement. Whatever it is, scrapping the Keystone XL system would be an advantage for U.S. buyers because it would ultimately lower prices and create canada's supply backups that would pressure them more
attractively. From the archives - Why the Keystone project is controversial: Quick Take Canada Prime Minister Justin Trudeau expressed disappointment with the pipeline decision. We welcome the President's commitment to combating climate change, but it is disappointing, Trudeau said in a statement. I look forward to working with President Biden to build a
better foundation by reducing pollution, tackling climate change, fighting COVID-19, creating middle class jobs, and supporting a sustainable economic recovery for all. Keystone XL was one of the few energy. Mining project Biden took a blatant stance on the campaign trail. Environmentalists, bolstered by his move against Keystone, are already pressured to
cancel critical approvals that allow the continued operation of Energy Transfer LP's Dakota Access oil pipeline and take action against Enbridge Inc.'s plans to replace and expand the aging Line 3 pipeline from Alberta to Superior, Wisconsin. That's exciting news, said Dallas Goldtooth, an organizer with the Indigenous Environmental Network. Now what do
you do about Line 3 and the Dakota Access Pipeline? We're happy, but we want to see what happens next. More articles like this now visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe, the most trusted business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.China is the world's largest automotive market. Here are some interesting cars they have come to think of. Mr. C.'s shares
hit a six-month high of 85.1 percent in very active premarket trading Thursday, more than double the two days after the cancer drug development company said it had terminated its share buyback agreement with Lincoln Park Capital (LPC). Volume soared to 18.9 million shares, making the stock the second most active ahead of the public, well above the
average of about 4.6 million shares per day. The stock rose 40.0 percent to 38.7 million shares on Wednesday after closing at 91 cents on Tuesday. The share buyback agreement, first announced in September 2020, required the sale of up to $26 million worth of shares to LPC over a 36-month period. Since that agreement was announced, Celsiusson has
sold $2.2 million of common stock to LPC. Share price more than doubled (116.5%) increased. Over the past three months, S&amp;amp;S& The P 500 index rose 12.1 percent. Investors' business DailyFCEL shares fell sharply early Thursday on a mixed FuelCell energy performance report. Plug power and other fuel cell stocks also retreated. Irs audit flags
can come from what you do or don't do when you file your tax return. There's not just unicorns in China. It has a 'decacon'. The sale also leading to major modifications to other cryptocurrencies, including ether, stars, xrp and chain links. Luminar Technologies (LAZR) was disclosed in early December through its SPAC merger with Cyrus Metropoulos, and
Wall Street analysts initially didn't take stock. But in mid-January, the Lida maker is a vibrant name, bringing together a list of investment firms that keep an eye on their progress quickly. The most recent joining the fight is R.F. Rafferty's Jamie Perez. Analysts have bee coverage of Lumina Le shares with buy ratings and a price target of $38. Investors could
pocket a 27 percent profit, which Perez's sentiment will play out accordingly over the next 12 months. (Click here to see Perez's performance, so what does Perez look like about Luminar? from next year, he leads OEMs including Volvo and Daimler. Integrate Luminar's LIDAR technology into the next generation of vehicles. Second, Luminar estimates that
the current total addressable market (TAM) is less than $5 billion, but could be worth more than $150 billion by 2030. Assuming a vehicle penetration rate of ~4 percent, Perez noted that he expects to generate about $5 billion in revenue by 2030 with an EBITDA margin of 50 percent. Perez believes the company's revenue streams will be based on the $1.3
billion already booked in the customer backlog through two major lidar products by 2025. Hydra Lidar said the sensor is built for commercial trucks and can detect objects up to 500 metres away and expand the driver's peripheral vision, allowing truck drivers to detect objects that are typically in blind spots. In terms of autonomous driving, for driverless last-
mile delivery trucks and vehicles traveling between terminals, the system is critical and can reduce logistics costs by 25% to 30%. The second major lidar product is iris, which can accommodate the passenger vehicle market and integrate seamlessly into the roof of the car. Perez calculates several benefits of using lidar in passenger cars, including proactive
safety, enhanced collision avoidance, improved driver assistance based on braking, lane keeping assistance, and improved visibility in case of bad weather. Most importantly, LIDAR technology can help reduce the number of vehicle-related deaths, Perez said. As Luminar turns to the rest of the street with 4 additional purchase grades and 1 holding, they all
add to the strong purchase consensus rating. At $37.2, the average price target is set to deliver a return of ~25% over the next 12 months. For a good idea of which stocks are traded in attractive value, visit TipRanks Best Stock, a newly launched tool that combines all of TipRanks' equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this document are
solely those of recommended analysts. Content is used for informational purposes only. It is very important to conduct your own analysis before making an investment. This year has already begun with a bang, and with the blue wave surrounding the U.S., three industries may be ready to explode a scientific breakthrough could change the amount of lithium
China can produce in the future.U.S. President Joe Biden's new ban on oil and gas drilling on promised federal lands will take years to cut off production by top shale drilling companies because they already have stockpile permits. Interviews were conducted with officers, according to Reuters news agency. But small independent oil rigs without the resources
of large corporations were more concerned about Biden's pledge to tighten regulations and stop issuing new permits on federal lands by 2050 as part of his sweeping plan to combat climate change and bring the economy to zero emissions. Federal lands are the source of about 10 percent of U.S. oil, Supply. Senseonics Holdings, Inc. Common stock
(AMEX:SENS) reported third-quarter revenue of $767.00,000. Earnings fell to a loss of $12.47 million, down 0.46% from the previous quarter. Senseonics Holdings, Inc. Common share collected revenue of $261.00,000 during the second quarter, but reported revenues of $12.53 million. What is the return on capital? Changes in revenue and sales are a
measure of annual pre-tax profits compared to capital employed by companies, senseonics Holdings, Inc. Indicates a change in common stock's capital employment revenue. In general, higher ROCE suggests successful growth in companies and signals higher net income per share in the future. In the third quarter, Sensonic Holdings common stocks rose
0.24 percent. It is important to evaluate past performance and keep in mind that ROCE is not used as a predictive tool. This is a good measure of the company's recent performance, but there are several factors that could affect earnings and sales in the near future. Seeing more returns on SENSRturn in capital employment is an important measure of
efficiency and a useful tool when comparing companies operating in the same industry. A relatively high ROCE indicates that the company can generate profits that can be reinvested in more capital, which can lead to higher returns and increased EPS for shareholders. Senseonics Holdings, Inc. For Common Stock, the return on capital employment rates
shows that it can really help companies achieve higher returns. Q3 Performance Insights Sensonics Holdings Inc.Co. Common Stock) reported third-quarter earnings per share of 0.1/share net income, which did not meet analysts' forecasts of $-0.06/share. Benzinger * Benzinga * Click here to view options trading Benzinga.com 52-week high on Friday (C)
2021. We do not provide benzinga investment counseling. All rights reserved. Years after punishing investors' business daily yield chasers, high-dividend stocks have finally bedeaned. And if the initial trend continues, some ETFs will be well placed. Continue.
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